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Letter From The President: 

 
To the Members of the Investment Committee: 

 

2013 was another prosperous year for the investment 

club.  For the first time in many years, our student managed 

fund posted a risk adjusted return superior to the S&P 500.  The 

equity markets had an incredible year as we saw the S&P 500 

and Dow Jones reach all all-time highs.  Despite the 

exuberance of the investment community, the investment club 

continued with a more conservative approach to investing.  

Despite a lag in absolute return, our Sharpe ratio was in the top 

20% of actively managed funds. 

 Over the course of the first semester, the Club focused on fine-tuning initiatives that 

were implemented during the fall of 2012.  More details on the revised portfolio strategy are 

detailed in the “Portfolio Strategy” Section of the report.  After adjusting our strategic approach 

to investing, the Executive Board continued to refine the analytical tools that allow us to better 

manage the fund.  First, a standardized presentation template was created that ensures every 

sector head presents a standard set of analysis on each proposed alteration in their sector.  

Additionally, our spreadsheets, which were previously run through Bloomberg, were upgraded 

to include FactSet FDS coding. 

 Aside from the resources that were updated and improved, the Executive Board 

continued to develop the educational standards of the organization.  Incoming students are 

required to take FINC167, a one credit finance class that teaches prospective members the 

financial theory and investment strategy required to build a presentation for the investment club.  

Students are required to work on project teams and deliver a full buy proposal by the end of the 

semester.  Furthermore, the executive committee and sector heads conduct workshops as 

needed throughout the semester.  The aforementioned course and workshops are combined 

with a modeling certification and Bloomberg certification to ensure members are adequately 

prepared to vote. 

The combination of vigorous educational requirements and improved analytical tools 

have allowed us to outperform our benchmark and improve the quality of internal development 

of our members.  I am extremely proud of the work that our members have delivered over the 

past year and am fully confident that moving forward our performance will continue to improve. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Nathaniel Taylor 

President – Blue Hen Investment Club  
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General Information 
 

The Blue Hen Investment Club is a student-run organization within the University of 
Delaware Alfred Lerner College of Business & Economics.  Membership is open to all University 
of Delaware students willing to make a commitment to help manage a real dollar portion of the 
University’s Endowment Fund. 

 
Mission Statement: 
 

The mission of Blue Hen Investment Club is to provide a valuable educational 
experience to its members by allowing them to manage a real dollar investment portfolio.  By 
actively taking a part in managing the portfolio and listening to guest speakers, the members will 
learn about various aspects of finance and investing. Of equal importance are the skills 
members will develop.  Through participating in the Club’s weekly meetings and other club-
related activities, members are able to further develop strong analytical, decision-making, public 
speaking, and teamwork skills. 

 
Organizational Structure: 
 

 The club is headed by the Executive Committee, which consists of the five elected 
officers and the faculty advisor. The Executive Committee supervises all of the clubs activities, 
coordinates the various sectors, and represents the club at public events. The five elected 
officers and their duties are as follows:  
 
President – The President is responsible for the overall organization of the club and works with 
the other officers and sector heads to schedule and run the weekly meetings. The President 
presides over meetings including distribution and auditing of presentations, voting procedures, 
and manages the club’s communications with recruiters and guest speakers. The President also 
manages membership, including the admittance of new members, monitoring attendance, and 
promoting active involvement at meetings. 
 
Vice President – The Vice President (VP) works with the President to ensure regulations and 
procedures are being followed, and effectively acts as the club leader during the absence of the 
president. The VP manages communications with the sector heads and analysts and regulates 
the distribution and collection of all deliverables including presentations, macroeconomic 
analysis, sector specific updates, etc. 
 
Portfolio Strategist – The Portfolio Strategist is responsible for tracking holdings, measuring 
performance on a biweekly basis, and monitoring established equity holding periods. 
 
Economic Strategist – The Economic Strategist is responsible for creating weekly market 
update presentations to inform members on broad topics including the release of 
macroeconomic data, the Federal Reserve, Political commentary, and industry news relevant to 
sector coverage.  Additionally, this position entails updating and printing the weekly “Market 
Monitor”. 
 
Director Of Operations – The Director of Operations is responsible for communicating to the 
club members throughout the semester.  Additionally, the secretary tracks weekly attendance, 
analyst interviews, sector head interviews, and works with the Vice President to distribute 
weekly presentation materials prior to meetings.  
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 There are several other positions in the club beneath the executive board. These 
positions include sector heads, assistant sector heads, and analysts. The duties of each 
category of member are as follows: 
 
Sector Heads – The Sector Heads are responsible for managing the portion of the portfolio 
allocated to their specific sector. Members in this position are most directly responsible for the 
performance of the portfolio as a whole. They prepare both allocation and buy, sell, or swap 
presentations for securities in their sector throughout the course of the semester. They manage 
the research process for these presentations and also delegate work to other members of their 
team. Lastly, this position serves as a link between the executive board and other members of 
the club. They monitor the level of involvement of members in their sectors, and help the 
executive board manage the much larger team that the investment club is. Other members in 
each individual sector are described below. 
 
Assistant Sector Heads – The assistant sector heads are chosen for each spring semester, as 
club members who have demonstrated an exceptional level of commitment and involvement 
during the first half of the year. These club members become even more involved in the pitch 
and presentation process, and will step in to lead their sector in the absence of a sector head. 
Members in this position are considered top candidates for any sector head position that may 
become available in the following year. 
 
Analysts – Teams of analysts are chosen at the beginning of every semester, as described in 
the first section. These members do a majority of the work in the research and compilation of 
data which is then used in presentations. This is still a very important position as dedicated 
analysts are integral to the club and the performance of the portfolio as a whole. 
 

Organizational Chart: 
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Selection Process: 
 

Analysts – At the beginning of every fall and spring semester, the investment club holds 
interviews to add prospective members to the organization.  Several informational sessions are 
held by the executive board and an email is sent out to undergraduate students of the business 
school.  After the information session, interested students are encouraged to apply for the club 
through an online application that includes a questionnaire and resume drop. 

 After applications have been processed, students are invited to a formal interview 
with the club.  In the questionnaire, students select their top two choices of sector.  One of the 
sector heads of their designated sector then conducts a 30 minute group interview with the 
students.  After the interviews, the sector heads and executive board choose which candidates 
will be selected as analysts. 

 
Assistant Sector Heads – At the end of the fall semester, top performing analysts in the club 
are eligible for promotion to assistant sector head.  These students are identified as potential 
candidates for sector head positions. Each sector head nominates potential candidates for this 
position.  After nominations, the sector heads and executive board meet to make the decision. 
 
Sector Heads – At the end of the spring semester, potential sector heads must complete a 
formal application for sector head which includes a full sector and subsector economic analysis 
and a stock pitch.  Additionally, each candidate must present their findings to the newly elected 
and resigning executive board.  After the presentations, the executive members of the club 
deliberate and select sector heads for the following school year.  
 

Education: 
 
 The Blue Hen Investment Club takes an education-based approach to producing 
dedicated and knowledgeable club members. Finance 167 is a University of Delaware 
accredited course that the investment club has created that targets freshmen and sophomores. 
In order to be accessible, the class does not have prerequisites and is open to any University of 
Delaware student.  Finance 167 has proven to be a talent pipeline for the club. 

 This class is structured as a one-credit finance elective and is co-taught by the President 
of BHIC and the BHIC Advisor. The purpose of the course is to educate interested students on 
the basics of financial analysis and how to create a quality investment presentations. The 
course acclimates students interested in the investment club with software such as Bloomberg 
and Factset. Finance 167 will allow for students to gain a basic set of skills that will increase 
their chances of becoming a member of the Blue Hen Investment Club, to make their transition 
into the club smoother, and to create a more efficient work environment within the club. 

 The executive board has found Finance 167 to be the most effective way to improve the 
quality of the students in BHIC and the quality of work they produce. The course increases 
underclassmen’s interest in financial markets. Also, the board has found that the students who 
excel in 167 tend to have more interaction with current club members. This has made the 
interview process and the selection of voting members more efficient, as the board has already 
had exposure to more of the applicants’ work ethic and knowledge level. 
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Sector Meetings: 
 
 Sector Heads are given the discretion to hold sector meetings as often as they see it 
necessary, but are required to hold a meeting each week. 
 During a sector meeting, each analyst provides their team with news and opinions on the 
subsector that they are assigned. Once each member has informed the group on their findings, 
the sector head should lead a discussion on the sector as a whole. Typically, the sector head 
will present his or her ideas on any needed change in the sector. If a change is needed, it is the 
responsibility of the sector head to assign work to the analysts to be prepared by the next sector 
meeting. 
 

Workshops: 
 
 It is the duty of the executive board to hold workshops throughout the year to address 
any skills that they feel the members of the BHIC should improve upon.  For example, the 
executive board suggests that a workshop on selecting effective comparable analysis tools in 
Factset should be held multiples times a year. An effective workshop should increase student 
knowledge and create more legitimate and accurate stock picks. 
 

Technology: 
 

 The Blue Hen Investment Club utilizes a number of industry standard software 
packages in order to enhance the quality of analysis and educational experience. 

 The Investment Club uses Bloomberg Professional software to access critical 
data for our research including financial statement analysis, industry research, and company 
news. Bloomberg also drives many of our spreadsheet based valuation models. All members 
are required to complete the Bloomberg Core and Equity Essentials certification, and should be 
able to efficiently navigate through the platform.  

 The Investment Club has also increasingly utilized FactSet software. FactSet 
serves as an additional resource for equity research. The FactSet system also holds our 
portfolio analysis tool, where we can view our historical performance versus a benchmarks, 
including sector breakdowns. The FactSet system also offers an extensive modeling certification 
program, which members are required to work on throughout the academic year.  
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Portfolio Strategy 

 
The Executive Board implemented a new strategic process for investment decisions 

during 2013 that will carry into 2014 beyond.   This four step process is strategically conducted 
every semester to ensure that our decisions are consistent with the economic outlook of the 
U.S. Economy as well as the economic outlook of each sector and subsector of the S&P 500.  
Our process is detailed below: 

 

 Phase I: Economic Outlook 

 Phase II: Sector / Subsector Outlook 

 Phase III: Allocations 

 Phase IV: Implementation 
 
During “Phase I” the executive board utilizes Bloomberg as well as other data sources to 

predict the performance of the global economic landscape and its effects on the U.S. equity 
markets.  This process coincides with “Phase II” which involves collaboration of the executive 
board with sector heads to determine how each sector and subsector will perform in the context 
of the U.S. economy as a whole.  Based on this analysis, allocations are determined and funds 
are dispersed to various sectors.  At that point, the sector heads work with their sector to 
determine buy, sell, and swap proposals. 

This year the club received approval to hold sector specific ETS or iShares.  Moving 
forward, these indexes will reduce tracking error and allow Sector Heads to match their sector 
specific benchmark while screening for investment opportunities.  
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Holdings Overview 

Cumulative Return: 
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 Throughout the 2013 calendar year the Blue Hen Investment Club had an annual total 

return of 29.58% while the S&P 500 index returned 32.39%. The Club’s annualized returns 

trailed the market due to factors including risk aversion, which is reflected in our statistical 

analysis below, and lagging sectors.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 When analyzing the holdings within the fund’s portfolio, Visa, Boeing, BlackRock, Walt 

Disney, and Discover come out as the strongest performers relative to size within the portfolio. 

The chart above also displays another important attribute of our fund. The cumulative weight of 

our top holdings is 16.26% while our worst holdings accumulate only 6.28%. This is important 

because it shows that on average, our top holdings are stronger relative to return contribution 

High/Low - 

Port. Contribution To Return
Holding

Average 

Weight

Beginning

Price

Ending 

Price

Price 

Change

(%)

Total

Return

Contribution

to Return

5 Highest 16.26 52.36 54.58 7.98

Visa Inc. Class A 4.80 151.58 222.68 46.91 48.06 2.08

Boeing Company 2.19 75.36 136.49 81.12 84.74 1.51

BlackRock, Inc. 2.98 206.71 316.47 53.10 56.98 1.48

Walt Disney Company 2.99 49.79 76.40 53.44 55.34 1.48

Discover Financial Services 3.31 38.55 55.95 45.14 46.91 1.42

5 Lowest 6.28 -17.73 -16.22 -1.29

Barrick Gold Corporation 1.01 35.01 17.63 -49.64 -48.52 -0.98

Equinix, Inc. 2.01 206.20 177.45 -13.94 -13.94 -0.31

Exelon Corporation 1.09 29.74 27.39 -7.90 -3.48 0.01

International Business Machines Corporation2.16 191.55 187.57 -2.08 -0.18 -0.00

Nortel Networks Corporation 0.00 0.01 0.01 62.00 62.00 0.00
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than our worst holdings. It also should be noted that Nortel Networks Communications is a 

spinoff from a holding in previous years that is of trivial worth and a transaction to sell the 

holding would result in a net loss due to transaction fees.  
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 Perhaps one of the best examples of the educational quality of the club is a display of 

the monthly returns over the 2013 calendar year. The graph above shows the worst months 

relative to the market’s return as January and July. These are both months which we do not 

actively manage due to the academic calendar. The months when the fund is actively managed 

by students are much more in line with market returns. In the future, we plan on implementing 

new strategies in order to improve performance in the winter and summer sessions by use of 

ETF’s. Over the past winter session (January 2014) the club even held small meetings in order 

to mitigate the risk of leaving the fund unattended.  

Key Statistics: 

The fund’s key statistics for the past year are very positive relative to the market. All of which 

exemplify the E-board’s new strategies to enforce the educational experience. Our Sharpe Ratio 

is slightly higher than the market’s through the 2013 calendar year because of a lower standard 

deviation. It should be noted that Factset SPAR uses annualized returns instead of monthly data 

because of the way our current account is set up. This has led to a lower standard deviation 

because there is simply a lower sample size, which inflates the Sharpe Ratio of the market and 

the fund. However, one should note that most ratios, Sharpe Ratio included, are only useful 

relative to another investment and in this case BHIC is slightly stronger than the comparison. 

Perhaps the most important number from the fund’s key statistics is the alpha value of 0.16. 

This indicates the BHIC fund generated value through active management to the endowment 

fund of 0.16 over what would be predicted in a simple equilibrium model. The R-Squared value 

below 100% also indicates that the BHIC fund has tracking error, and therefore is providing 

students with educational value as opposed to simply tracking an index. 
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The fund also has outperformed majority of other funds in Factset SPAR’s default 

comparison analysis (the sample is provided below). Our Standard Deviation and Beta were far 

below majority of other funds in our sample and this led to higher Treynor and Sharpe Ratios 

due to one can attribute to risk averseness. 

Portfolio Analysis BHIC S&P 500

Anualized Total Return 29.58% 32.39%

Sharpe Ratio 4.15 3.98

Treynor Ratio 34.65 32.34

Alpha 0.16

Beta 0.85

Standard Deviation 7.11 8.12

R-Squared 94.63%

Best Month 4.41% 5.18%

Worst Month -2.41% -2.90%

Correlation 97%

Number of Securities 45
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Our asset allocation by sector is very similar to the S&P 500 index’s breakdown. We are 

overweight in Healthcare and Telecommunications, which have been two of our top performing 

sectors. We are also overweight in Financials and Information Technology which, coupled with 

Healthcare, have been 3 of our most important sectors when looking at contribution to return as 

the chart below displays. This is crucial to our investment philosophy as we recognize the 

extreme importance of asset allocation in portfolio management.  

 

 

Economic Sector
Average 

Weight

Change 

(%)

Total 

Return

Contribution 

to Return

Consumer Discretionary 11.54 31.41 34.12 3.84

Consumer Staples 7.88 21.34 23.65 1.88

Energy 11.22 17.38 20.91 2.37

Financials 16.35 30.36 32.97 5.25

Health Care 13.50 34.59 37.45 4.79

Industrials 7.88 34.98 37.92 2.86

Information Technology 20.11 23.47 25.67 4.98

Materials 2.88 -15.08 -13.79 -0.72

Telecommunication Services 3.09 13.57 18.64 0.67

Utilities 2.60 -3.60 0.74 0.11

Cash 2.91 0.05 0.05 0.00
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The last important point to recognize about the BHIC fund over the 2013 calendar year is 

the breakdown of holdings in a growth versus value analysis. The graph above depicts the 

Russell 1000 growth and value indices in the first and second quadrant respectively which 

represent large cap companies of each description. The third and fourth quadrants represent 

the Russell 2000 value and growth indices which are mid cap companies. Our fund falls within 

the large cap growth quadrant while the S&P is slightly in the large cap value quadrant. The 

difference can be attributed to a variety of factors, but we believe our position within large cap 

growth may be due to the fund’s emphasis on subsector analysis which has led to a broader 

understanding of trends within subsectors of each industry. 

 


